Contest at the weekend from 1st to 2nd of Mai 2010

This weekend we got a visit from Jürgen, DL4MAQ who had to stay some weeks for a cure in our region. As his local radio- club decided to participate at the national radio championship in this year he asked me to use our location at Ahornberg, JO50VF.

Jürgen was using his own station, an Elecraft K3, a transverter from DB6NT and a power amplifier BEKO HLV600. Our 2m antenna was connected to this station.

At the beginning of the contest DB6NT and DJ4HH arrived with the microwave station from Michael, so we could support DK0NA with some points on 24, 47 and 76GHz.

This picture shows DJ4HH and DB6NT in our Ham shack.

At the hilltop DB6NT is preparing the microwave station
Cross talking on 70cm FM is necessary to find the right antenna position

Hellmut, DJ2NR is calling CQ 76GHz, 2 successful QSOs were done, DK0NA and DL6NCI are filling the log!

There was really fine weather for working out door!

Left to right you can see DB6NT, DJ4HH and DJ2NR.

Unfortunately no one from our group had really time for participating in this contest, so I made only 36 QSOs on 10GHz, but no outstanding one.

Greetings from the DL0AR- group

DL6NAA